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Abstract
The greatest challenge in recent years in cancer treatment has been drug screening. Few platforms
presented reliable solutions for personalized drug validation and safety testing. Here, we constructed a
personalized drug combination protocol as the primary input to such platforms. We used public data
from whole-genome expression pro�les of 6173 breast cancer patients, 312 healthy individuals, and 691
drugs. We developed an individual pattern of perturbed gene expression (IPPGE) for each patient. A
protocol was designed to extract personalized drug combinations by comparing the IPPGE and drug
signatures. We tried to use the concept of drug repurposing, which searches for the new bene�ts of the
existing medicines that may perturb the desired genes. The potential for treatment effectiveness was
more signi�cant for drug combinations extracted from specialized and nonspecialized cancer medicines
than specialized medicines. Thus, effective treatments can be provided through the approach of drug
repurposing and combination drug therapy.

Implications

The protocol allows personalized drug combinations to be extracted from hundreds of drugs and
thousands of drug combinations. This can be used as a methodological interface between drug
repurposing and combination drug therapy in cancer treatment.

Introduction
The gene expression involved in diseases typically shows a unique pattern, which can be detected when
studying patient populations 17. Drug repurposing studies aim to identify the most appropriate medicines
that can regulate the genes involved in perturbed expression patterns in disease. Moreover, studies have
shown that combination drug therapy can be more e�cient in reducing drug resistance due to the control
of parallel biological pathways 18. Heterogeneity of cancer leads to different responses to similar
treatments 6. Therefore, it is essential to identify the gene expression pattern of each patient to determine
the most effective combination drug therapy 10.

We developed a protocol for integrating the concepts of drug repurposing and drug combination. The
protocol elucidates one or more drug combinations that are precisely adapted to individual gene
expression pro�les. This protocol helps the physician prescribe the most effective drug combination by
precisely monitoring the patient's gene expression status.

The following were carried out in this study: (i) Breast cancer oncogenes were identi�ed through
differentially expressed gene analysis by comparing patients and healthy controls. (ii) A healthy gene
expression interval was calculated for each oncogene (i.e., the oncogene health interval) by assessing
gene expression in healthy individuals. (iii) A patient's gene expression pro�le was compared with the
oncogene health intervals to create a individual pattern of perturbed gene expression (IPPGE). (iv) One or
more drug combinations were identi�ed for the patient by simultaneously analyzing the IPPGE and the
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drug signatures through the use of a network-based algorithm. (v) A directed differential network (DDN)
was reconstructed using biological pathway data to predict the effect on gene expression of the drug
combinations (Visual Overview).

Materials And Methods

Data sets and Metadata Information
The raw expression �les (CEL �les) of breast cancer patients were downloaded using the GEOquery
package in R 4. All the datasets were from the Affymetrix platform. Supplementary Table S1 shows the
sample size and platform information of each dataset. We analyzed 6173 untreated breast cancer
patients and 312 healthy controls. A total of 691 gene expression pro�les of drugs were used and
downloaded from the CMAP and the national center for biotechnology information (NCBI) databases
(Supplementary Table S2). Full details of all bioinformatics analyses for pre-processing, normalization,
differentially expressed genes (DEGs), upregulated oncogenes (UROs), downregulated oncogenes (DROs),
and oncogene health interval detection have been described in Supplementary Materials and Methods.

Oncogene Detection
To identify oncogenes, samples from 6173 patients and 312 healthy individuals pre-processed, followed
by the analysis of differentially expressed genes (DEGs). In total, 95 genes with a LogFC greater than 0.45
were identi�ed as upregulated oncogenes (UROs), and 130 genes with a LogFC less than − 0.45 were
identi�ed as downregulated oncogenes (DROs). A total of 225 oncogenes from the DEG analysis were
used to construct the individual pattern of perturbed gene expression (Fig. 1A). The oncogene clustering
and functional enrichment results were illustrated in Fig. 1B and 1C; please see Supplementary Materials
and Methods for full details.

Individual Pattern of Perturbed Gene Expression (IPPGE)
Each patient's disease-leading genes (individual oncogenes) were identi�ed using the health intervals
calculated in the previous step and the individual’s gene expression pro�le (Supplementary Materials and
Methods). The health interval refers to the range of gene expression in which members of the disease
group are rarely seen within it (Fig. 1D). Accordingly, each gene that was not within the health interval
was determined as an individual oncogene for a given individual. The simultaneous expression of these
individual oncogenes in each patient forms that patient’s IPPGE.

Drug Combination Algorithm (DC algorithm)
The primary health matrix (PHM) was created through synchrony between the IPPGE and CMAP drugs
with the health interval 9. The PHM is a binary matrix with the CMAP drugs as columns and individual
oncogenes as rows. A value of 1 indicates that the oncogene lies within the health interval after the
patient receives a drug. The DC algorithm uses the PHM to determine the most appropriate drug
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combination for an individual patient. We implemented the DC algorithm in several steps. Pseudocodes
for the DC algorithm are in Supplementary Table S3.

Directed Network Reconstruction
All KGML Homo sapiens �les were downloaded from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) database and merged to create a directed network as a reference signaling pathway. The gene
coexpression networks were individually reconstructed for patients and healthy controls using the
Spearman correlation. To create a differential signaling network, the differential network for two
conditions, disease vs. healthy, was detected and mapped to the reference network (Fig. 1E and 1F).
Finally, to identify the downstream targets of drug combinations extracted by our protocol, the gene
targets of the drug combinations for different patients were mapped to the differential signaling network
19. All the network visualizations were implemented in Cytoscape software 15.

Results

Individual Pattern of Perturbed Gene Expression (IPPGE)
An oncogene health interval was determined for each oncogene based on a comparison of the gene
expression between the healthy group and cancer group. The results showed that each oncogene had a
unique health interval. In the patient population, all oncogenes were found to have a mean gene
expression level outside of the health interval. By contrast, in the healthy population, the mean gene
expression of all oncogenes was within the health interval (Fig. 1G). In Fig. 1G, each cell symbolizes one
of 225 oncogenes in the healthy population (each oncogene was previously identi�ed in Fig. 1A).
Personalized studies require a unique patient pro�le; for this purpose, four patients in two subtypes were
studied, luminal A (ER+/PR+/HER2-) and triple-negative (ER-/PR-/HER2-). The basis for constructing an
IPPGE for each patient was to compare the patient’s gene expression with each oncogene's health
interval. The patients' gene expression patterns showed that while the �rst and second patients were the
same in terms of subtype (ER+/PR+/HER2+), they differed in terms of the observed IPPGE. In patient 1,
181 oncogenes were observed to be outside of the health interval, while in patient 2, 154 oncogenes were
outside of the health interval. The third and fourth patients also had the same subtype (ER-/PR-/HER2-).
In patient 3, 165 oncogenes were outside of the health, while 169 oncogenes were outside of the health
interval in patient 4. Notably, sometimes an equal number of oncogenes were observed in two patients,
but various oncogenes were identi�ed. Therefore, not only a signi�cant difference was observed between
the numbers of oncogenes outside of the health interval among patients, but there was also a difference
in the type of oncogenes observed. The results indicated that patients could have very different IPPGEs
despite having the same cancer subtype. Most oncogenes in each patient were outside of the health
interval, but the patients had some oncogenes within the health interval (Fig. 2A and 2B). This study
examined 6173 patients and 312 healthy people to determine their IPPGE. The results indicated that each
individual had a particular IPPGE, like a �ngerprint, and no two IPPGEs were identical. For some samples,
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the expression of 31 oncogenes could not be assessed due to differences in the number of genes on the
different platforms used in the laboratories.

Drug Combinations
The IPPGEs of the abovementioned four patients and connectivity map (CMAP) data were used as input
to our designed protocol to extract personalized drug combinations. The CMAP database reports the
effect of drugs on gene expression. Any drug or drug combination that could affect several IPPGE
oncogenes to bring their expression back into the health interval was extracted, forming a personalized
drug combination. Given the possibility of obtaining better comparisons between breast cancer-speci�c
drugs and between nonspeci�c drugs, drug combinations were extracted from these two major drug
groups. The �rst group consisted of drugs approved for breast cancer, called the Alpha group. The second
group included the Alpha group drugs and all other FDA-approved drugs and was called the Beta group.
Overall, 27 combinations of drugs were extracted across the two groups for the four patients. The
protocol extracted 3, 5, 3, and 2 personalized drug combinations from the Alpha group for the �rst,
second, third, and fourth patients, respectively. From the Beta group, 3, 5, 3, and 3 personalized drug
combinations were extracted for the �rst through fourth patient, respectively (Table 1). The third drug
combination from the Alpha group for the �rst patient consisted of four drugs, but all of the other
combinations included �ve drugs.

IPPGEs to Assess Drug Combinations
The effect of the extracted drug combinations on the IPPGE of patients was examined. The results
showed that personalized drug combinations extracted from the Beta group were more effective than
combinations extracted from the Alpha group in the second, third, and fourth patients even though all
Alpha group drugs were approved breast cancer medications. Additionally, in patient 1, the most effective
drug combination was from the Alpha group; however, the results showed that the combinations
extracted from the Beta group had a similar effect as those from the Alpha group (Fig. 2C, 2D, 2E, 2F, 2G,
2H, 2I and 2J). Moreover, side effects and drug interactions in the Beta group were observed less often
than in the Alpha group.

Biological Pathways to Assess Drug Combinations
To investigate the effect of the extracted drug combinations on biological pathways, a differential
network was reconstructed from the coexpression network, which included DEGs from both healthy
controls and patients (shown in Fig. 1A). The differential network was reconstructed from an absolute
weight value greater than 6.5 with 269 genes as the network node and 422 edges as the gene
relationship. Using KEGG pathway data, 166 nodes and 317 edges of the differential network were able to
reconstruct the directed network (Fig. 1F). For example, directional network studies for drug combinations
for the four patients showed that the Beta group drug combinations were more effective than the Alpha
group combinations. More e�cient combinations were extracted from the Beta group, as it contains
approved breast cancer-speci�c drugs and nonspecialized drugs. Drug combination No. 22 extracted
from the Beta group for patient number 3 included tamoxifen, which is used in hormone therapy for
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breast cancer, and it is also included in the Alpha group. Combination No. 22 affected 44.57% of the
breast cancer directional network. In contrast, drug combination No. 9 extracted from the Alpha group for
the same patient could affect 37.34% of the network (Supplementary Fig. S1A and 3B).

Discussion
Every new drug treatment must be tested several times to obtain approval from health organizations
before it can be used in the clinic. However, if a personalized treatment designed for a single patient, it
will have a signi�cant effect only for that individual. Therefore, the routine approval processes for
therapies based on treating other organisms and individuals will not provide the appropriate treatment
response. A recent study by Pauli and colleagues introduced a platform to address this challenge. For
drug treatment validation and safety testing, this platform �rst applies patient-derived tumor organoid
(PDTO) cultures followed by patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models 3,5,13,14. However, analyzing the
hundreds of drugs and thousands of possible drug combinations using this platform remains a
considerable and complex challenge 20. Our protocol, enabled us to extract personalized drug options
that could potentially be introduced as the primary input for that of Pauli’s platform.

In the present study, we created an IPPGE for each patient by comparing the gene expression interval of
healthy individuals and breast cancer patients. The resulting IPPGE was unique to each patient, like a
�ngerprint (Fig. 2A and 2B). A previous study reported variations in gene expression patterns in different
cancer phenotypes and also in the patients 11. Importantly, although patients have many common
perturbed genes, the gene expression compared to the health interval plays a pivotal role in drug
selection. Thus, the drugs and their gene targets in this study were selected in such a way as to target the
most perturbed genes and not to have a useless effect on genes that were within the health interval.
However, the personalized drug combinations were observed to have drugs in common among the
patients to control common perturbed genes (Table 1). Therefore, each patient's unique IPPGE appeared
to be effective in extracting accurate personalized drug combinations.

Potential of drug combinations derived from patient
IPPGEs
Cancers are complex diseases regulated by the interaction of multiple signaling pathways through
crosstalk. A single drug is thought to be capable of targeting only one signaling pathway for a disease;
however, an alternative signaling pathway can be activated to maintain tumor development. A
combination of drugs has been recommended to prevent drug resistance and to make the treatment more
effective 6,7,2. The current study also found that each medication affected a certain number of a patient's
oncogenes; the protocol extracted complementary drugs that affected the largest number of oncogenes.
We found that drug combinations derived from patient IPPGEs had stronger treatment potential due to
their more targeted effects on oncogenes. In addition to the drug combination extracted for each patient,
the effect of each drug alone was also recorded (Table 1). The use of drug combinations with the
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personalized medicine approach can lead to the identi�cation of drug combinations that have the
potential to produce a more signi�cant effect in the patient.

Drug Repurposing
Several drug repurposing studies have reported signi�cant anticancer e�cacy for nonspecialized drugs.
One of the �rst drug repurposing studies showed that the anti-ulcer drug cimetidine to be a therapeutic
candidate for the treatment of adenocarcinoma of the lung 1,16. Subsequent studies have found that
combination drug therapy increases the success of drug repurposing 8,12,18. We found that drug
combinations extracted from the Beta group had an equal or greater potential than those from the Alpha
group for patient treatment (Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. S1). This �nding has two distinct
interpretations; First, nonspecialized drugs may be used as adjunctive treatments in addition to
specialized medications. Second, according to the observations, some nonspecialized cancer drugs were
identi�ed as the potential main treatment. The present study shows that the IPPGE can be highly unique
to each patient, and the IPPGE can play an important role in extracting a personalized combination of
drugs. Notably, personalized drugs with high therapeutic potential for a particular patient can include
nonspecialized drugs.

In this study, we used FDA-approved drugs to assess the safety and interactions of the drug
combinations, but there is great therapeutic potential among other small molecules for use as treatment
options to extract future personalized drug combinations if reliable mechanisms are identi�ed to assess
drug safety and identify their interactions.

Conclusion
The present study extracts personalized drug combinations from hundreds of drugs and thousands of
drug combinations. The combinations extracted included both specialized and nonspecialized cancer
medications. These drug combinations can be used as the primary input for personalized medicine
platforms, such as that of Pauli et al. 13. The protocol can be used as a methodological interface between
drug repurposing activities and combination drug therapy.
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Tables
Table 1 is included in the Supplementary Files section.

Figures

Figure 1

Data processing and analysis. A. The DEGs detected from the merged data are illustrated; the total 225
genes consisted of 130 downregulated and 95 upregulated genes. These genes were used to construct
the IPPGEs. B. The heatmap shows the DEG clustering in the patient and healthy samples. The
Manhattan method was used for row and column clustering. C. The signi�cant pathways are illustrated.
The numbers on the bars indicated the minus logarithm of q-value. D. The concept of the health interval
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is illustrated in the upregulated and the downregulated genes. E. The concept of the differential network
is illustrated in cancer computational biology. F. The induced signaling pathway which was extracted
from the KEGG database using the DEGs. G. The expression pattern of DEGs in the population.

Figure 2

Individual pattern of perturbed gene expression (IPPGE). A, B. The expression pattern of DEGs in
individual patients. Drug combinations pro�le. The effects of drug combinations on the gene expression
of patients are illustrated. C, E, G, and I indicate the effect of specialized breast cancer-related drugs
reported in Table 1 as the Alpha group. The effect of drug combinations extracted from the Beta group of
drugs is shown in D, F, H, and J. The Beta group includes specialized and nonspecialized cancer drugs.
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Figure 3

Visual Overview: protocol work�ow. The method is a set of various methods used in a bioinformatics
protocol to extract personalized drug combinations.
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